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Abstract 
Public key cryptography is now a vital element of our global communication digital infrastructure.Most of our 

important communication protocols depend on primary cryptographic functionalities for secure 

communicationThe invention of quantum machines are likely to be applied to unravel certain challenges when 

compared with classical computer systems, which  has stimulated good curiosity about quantum 

computing.Quantum computer systems are now being developed are capable of breaking much of the current 

public key system, undermining the privacy and protection of digital internet communications and post-quantum 

encryption, aiming at building systems that are immune to, and adaptable to, existing communication systems, 

protocols and networks.Java Cards that happen to be utilized extensively in enormous applications Presently, 

algorithms that are used for public key cryptography in Java Cards are prone to quantum attacks. Public key 

algorithms that are  quantum safe will come under Post quantum cryptography. This paper surveys quantum 

resistant algorithms that could be new alternative to current standard scheme for public key identification to 

employ Quantum safe Security in Java Cards. 
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I. Introduction 
1.1 Quantum Computer 

A quantum computer is a computing technology used to perform data operations using specific 

quantum mechanical properties, such as superposition and entanglement.Data is stored as bits on a standard 

computer, on a quantum computer it is stored as qubits. Potential quantum Machine  development is capable of 

solving problems we don’t want to solve. Cryptography is focused on complex mathematical problems, 

including large numbers.Standard equations can be solved by quantum computers in a short space of time. The 

efficiency of the Integer factorization of quantum computers is presumed to be computationally impracticable 

with an ordinary large computer[12]. 

Using Shor's algorithm to find its factor, an quantum computer effectively resolves this problem. This 

technology will allow a quantum computer to crack cryptographic structures currently in use, and Quantum 

computers promise advantages whenit comes to solving computationally complicated problems that classical 

computers cannot solve[13].Computer scientists as well as quantum physicists have been debating the use of 

quantum mechanics for computational purposes for years. The two algorithms most commonly developed are 

Shor 's algorithm, and Grover 's algorithm. 

 

1.2 Java Card 

Java Card is an advanced, Java and Virtual Machine-based smart card programming platform. The 

main development challenge for Java Card technologies is to fit Java device functionality into a smart card 

while maintaining enough space for applications[2][3].The approach is to include the subset of the Java 

language features and to use a distributed model to implement the virtual machine. Java cards have the 

tremendous ability to implement cryptographic algorithms within their embedded chip and calculate the keys 

internally[12].Java-cards do have built-in, self-programmable memory for special use ofmicro - controller. 

Together, these features make the cost of a malicious attack much greater than the benefits[11]. 

 
Supported Java Features Unsupported Java features 

primitive data types: Boolean, byte, short primitive data types: long, double, 
float 

One-dimensional arrays Characters and strings 

packages, classes, interfaces, and 

exceptions 

Multidimensional arrays 
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inheritance, virtual methods, overloading Dynamic class loading 

dynamic object creation Security manager 

access scope Garbage collection and finalization 

binding rules Threads 

int keyword Object serialization 

32-bit integer data type Object cloning 

Table:1List Java features supported and un-Supported on Java-Card 

 

II. Public Key Cryptosystem on Java Cards 
The RSA and elliptic curves are two main cryptographic Public-Key algorithms deployed on the Java 

Card. RSA uses modulo numbers for operations of large integer numbers. RSA security hinges on key 

size[11].Security keys of at least 768 bits can currently be used on timely fashion. Given that elliptic curve 

mathematical model is more complicated than the one used in the RSA scheme, studies suggest elliptic-based 

cryptosystems can use smaller key sizes to achieve an equivalent degree of safety.It is important to assess that 

the elliptic curves of 163-bit correspond to 1024-bit RSA, while the elliptic curves of 223-bit conform to 2048-

bit RSA. Signing with elliptic curves is six times better for these bit-lengths but testing an RSA signature is 

seven times faster[10]. Shorter keys also mean lower requirements on memory. 

Current co-processors of smart cards can do 1024-bit computations, and some can also do 2048-bit 

computations. Using technologies like the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) these chips can work up to 4096 

bits on operands of the size. Verification of a signature is much faster than signing. 

 

III. Impact of Quantum Attack on Java Cards 
Quantum computers have the ability to crack current encryption algorithms used to protect all Java 

cards and most other Cryptographic systems Upon arrival all current algorithms including RSA and ECC will be 

challenged. While covered, this will have an effect on Internet standards as well as smart cards, industrial 

control systems on servers, online banking and more.Key techniques for establishing an authenticated session 

between two parties on the commercially available card chip for implementing post-quantum public key 

scheme. The problems would include limited chip size and insufficient memory space to store and execute such 

a complicated algorithm, as well as the processing speed.Post-quantum cryptography will have a degree of 

protection equal to that of RSA and ECC in the present computing environment in a world of quantum 

computers. In addition, key lengths must be longer than the RSA 2048 bits or 256 bits norm of the ECC in order 

to resist the quantum calculation. 

 

3.1 Attacks on Public key Cryptosystemon Java Card 

All Asymmetric key techniques utilized currentlytoday are based on the Factorization and Discrete 

Logarithm mathematical problems. 

RSA cryptosystem is based on the factorization process, RSA is used primarily for the cryptographic 

exchange of end-node messages and is often used in conjunction with symmetric algorithms where the 

symmetric algorithm is used for the encryption and decryption of raw data.RSA becomes potentially vulnerable 

when Quantum Computers implement a rapid factorization algorithm or when computational power is 

significantly increased. 

Diffie-Hellmanand Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) are based on Discrete Logarithmic Problem. 

The complexity of breaking such cryptosystems is based on evaluating the integer r in the equation the g
r
 = x 

mod p.Pervasive use of ECC cryptosystems such as ECDH and ECDSA leads to hypothetically vulnerable to 

quantum computingThe problem with the discrete logarithm structure is that it's very difficult to calculate when 

the variables are significantly large. [17]. 

 
Public Key 

Cryptography 

Purpose Size Quantum Attack 

RSA encryption 128-bit Broken (Shor’s) 

DH& DSA Key Exchange 128-bit Broken (Shor’s) 

ECDH& 

ECDSA 

Key Exchange 128-bit Broken (Shor’s) 

Table:2Attacks on Public key Cryptography 

 

Large-number factorization and discrete logarithm problem have a common theoretical framework 

from the implementation point of view, and it can easily be cracked with Shor algorithm[14].Kirsch and Chow 

mentioned the idea to use a revised Shor algorithm to decrypt ECC-encoded data[43]. 
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In comparison, they observed that the ECC's relatively small key size makes it more vulnerable to 

quantum attacks compared to the RSA[32]. Proos and Zalka have shown that a 1000-qubit quantum computer 

could split 160-bit elliptic curves, while a 2000-qubit quantum computer will mostly need for a 1024-bit RSA 

factorization[31]. 

The amount of qubits needed to break a cryptosystem is proportional with the implemented algorithm. 

Shor 's algorithm may lead to the downfall of modern asymmetric cryptography, since it is built on either large 

prime integer factorization or a discrete logarithm problem[14].Vazirani presented a detailed review of Shor 's 

algorithm and demonstrated that a new overlay can set up initiating from twoarbitrary integer inoverlay state 

and executing a series of Fourier transformations to give us two entities that will satisfy a high probability 

equation[30].By using this equation we can determine the unknown "exponent" value r in the discrete logarithm 

problems. 

 

IV. Standard Quantum Resist Algorithms 
The implementations that are researched are as follows: 

 Multivariate Public-Key Cryptography 

 Lattice-based cryptography 

 Code based cryptography 

 Super singular elliptic curve isogeny cryptography 

 

4.1 Multivariate Public-Key Cryptography 

Multivariate schemes provide alternative problem other than factoring and discrete logarithmic 

problem. multivariate key strength is its fundamental mathematical principle in solving a sequence of 

multivariate quadratic (MQ) polynomial equations in a finite field known as an NP-hard problem[7][33]. 

The Oil and Vinegar signature scheme proposed by Kipnis and Patarin in 1999 The Rainbow signing 

scheme introduced by Ding and SchmidtCould be called a multi-layer UOV variant, convincing algorithms for 

digital signatures[27].The SRP encryption algorithm by Yasuda et al is yet another possible candidate for a 

multivariate polynomial-based public-key encryption scheme[36]. The system combines several multivariate 

schemes to one, avoiding several of the known multivariate schemes vulnerabilities, the key sizes are relatively 

large 

Multivariate schemes provide vast advantages over other post-quantum cryptosystems.Multivariate 

schemes only involve basic mathematical calculations in small finite areas, and can therefore be applied 

effectively to low-cost devices such as Java cards and RFID chips, which allows multivariate cryptosystem 

relevant to protection on the Internet of Things.The biggest disadvantages of multivariate schemes are the high 

key size. The public key size of MPKC's is typically around 100 kB, and much larger than those of standard 

schemes such as RSA and lattice based cryptosystems. 

 

4.2 Lattice-based cryptography 

Lattice based cryptographic schemes are built on lattices. Structures based on lattices are immune to 

attacks on both traditional and qubits computers[26]. This has proposed several solutions to designing public 

key encryption system depends on the hardness of the lattice problems.It also relies on another encryption 

method, called Fully Homo-morphic Encryption (FHE).This encryption method helps in performing calculations 

on a document without uncovering sensitive data to malware [34]. 

Ajtai and Dwork have described and graded a public-key cryptosystem based on hidden hyperplane 

hardness, Ajtai-Dwork cryptosystem is of theoretical significance only. In his later work, Ajtai introduced a 

more robust version of the cryptosystem distinguished by  cryptographic keys and ciphertext sizes of Oe(n
2
) and 

Oe(n) [4].In modern lattice cryptography, almost all methods are derived from the idea of Short Integer Solution 

(SIS) and Error Learning (LWE) two typical computational Techniques. Regev presented the average-case 

problem known as Learning with errors Problem. Ring-LWE is more commonly referred to as Learning with 

Errors over Rings, and is simply a larger lattice problem with errors (LWE) devoted to polynomial rings over 

finite fields.It is based upon arithmetic polynomial  with coefficients selected from a finite field[35]. 

Public-key, cryptography based on the Lattice is extremely intriguing. At the one hand the programs 

seem very easy to incorporate. If schemes are chosen in ideal lattices that depend on hard issues, then there is 

very small, at least asymptotic, storage space and computing time available. 

 

4.2 Code based cryptography 

Code-based cryptographic system, where the basic algorithm (the simple one-way function) uses code 

C for error correction. This approach works by adding an error to a term of C, or computing a parity check 

matrix of C [15].The public-key encryption scheme McEliece and its variations are the current candidates for 

the scheme for post-quantum encryption. The first cryptographic algorithm based on coding theory was the 
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public-key encryption method, adopted by McEliece in 1978.Almost all asymmetric cryptographic programs 

subsequently implemented based on coding theory have a certain limitation over its large memory needs. 
Niederreiter suggested a PKC-type knapsack based on codes corrected by mistake.Niederreiter, and 

others,Estimated generalized Reed-Solomon codes as permissible cryptography codes that were intended to 

demand lesser key sizes than Goppa codes[38]. However, 1992 observed Sidelnikov and Shestakov prove that 

Niederreiter 's attempt to use GRS codes was unsafe[40]. With its original version, McEliece cryptosystem 

remains unbroken,Encryption and decryption in McEliece scheme can be performed very quickly. But the keys 

are tall in contrast.Incomparison to the McEliece cryptosystem, Niederreiter suggested encoding the text into the 

error vector rather than representing it as a codeword. 

For these schemes the only significant issue is the key size. The  key size would be of  one megabyte at 

a high level of Security requirement. In order to enable more compression, some newer code-based systems 

implemented more framework into public keys, but all of these proposals were compromised.The original 

McEliece / Niederreiter systems are the one of the public-key-encryption systems for post-quantum 

cryptography that have given enough survey to suggest for implementation . 

 

4.3 Super singular elliptic curve isogeny cryptography 

Among the most widely used cryptographic algorithms for the public key, the Diffie-Hellman key 

exchange (ECDH) elliptic curve is vulnerable to attacks using quantum computers.Isogenic cryptography 

provides the closest quantum-safe primitives to the ECDH [25].Two parties in SIDH wish to reach agreement on 

a key. The form is similar to that of Diffie-Hellman, the key difference being that a type of relation between 

elliptic curves, called isogeny, replaces the scalar multiplication. Because of calculating the image of a point P 

under two separate functions, the parties also measure the image of the entire elliptic curve under the two 

different functions Both parties begin with the same elliptical curve E. 

The above algorithms are focused on the hard problem of finding isogeny between elliptic curves. 

Terms of two elliptic curves it has  been considered incredibly difficult to locate an isogeny from one elliptic 

curve to the other. Relative to other quantum-safe protocols, isogeny-based algorithms are considered to have 

substantially smaller key sizes.SIKEp751, for example, needs public keys of about 400 bytes to achieve 124-bit 

quantum protection SIDH differs from ECDH by substituting isogeny’s for scalar multiplication. Combining 

quantum-safe algorithms with an proven classical algorithm is often suggested [41][42].There is a hybrid 

algorithm explicitly for added security which combines SIDH with the closely monitored ECDH. This can be 

done easily, since both use elliptic curves. Compared with other post-quantum algorithms, because of its small 

key sizes, SIDH appears to be well suited for implementing on memory constrained devices. On the other hand, 

SIDH is computationally complex, leading presumably to long calculation times. 

 

V. Conclusion 
Java card is an extremely restricted computational resource capable of safely running applets, the idea 

of migrating the security system from current algorithms to quantum resistant algorithms due to the extensive 

use of the java card needed work on cryptographic algorithms immune to quantum attacks.Post Quantum 

cryptography plays a crucial role in the implementation of Java Card quantum resistance algorithms. from the 

above-mentioned Post Quantum Algorithms survey, cryptography based on the Lattice is considered secure 

against quantum computer attacks. Error learning (ring-LWE) cryptosystem, one of the lattice-based 

cryptosystem variants, has high performance , reliability and good functionality that enables us to implement 

PQC,encryption scheme using matrices are advisable for the implementation in Java card, In java card messages 

are represented either as binary data or bit stream. Ring-LWE methods uses bit-wise encryption method which is 

best suitable for Public Key Encryption and Digital signature in Java Card. 
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